
Witches knowledge audit

Popular culture

● ‘elite’ versus ‘popular’ culture

● public and private spheres

● extent to which the elite participated in popular culture

● elite withdrawal from popular culture

● customs and traditions

● reasons for the development of elite culture

● the role of pageants and the festivals of misrule

● superstition

● concept of heresy

● attitudes towards other religious faiths

● scientific thinking on ideas about the cosmos

● urban and rural life

● significance, course and impact of the Reformation

The main reasons for the growth and decline in the persecution of witches

● legacy of medieval and 15
th

century attitudes, beliefs and reactions to heresy,

demonology and witches

● circumstances and significance of Innocent VIII’s papal bull in 1484.

● nature and impact of the Malleus Maleficarum
● nature, course and significance of beliefs about witchcraft

● impact of demonologies

● changes to the legal system (including the use of torture)

● differences between countries’ legal systems

● the Reformation

● the ‘Little Ice Age’

● nature and impact of academic debate about witches

● impact of the Enlightenment

● extent of exchange between elite and popular beliefs about witchcraft

● role of urban and rural communities

● wars and violence

● extent to which the persecution of witches was instigated, encouraged or

enabled by the contribution of elite society or the popular classes

● extent to which members of the elite were victims of persecution

● significance of socio-economic and political problems or features on the

development or escalation of persecution.

The persecuted

● geographical patterns of persecution, and the nature and intensity of witch

hunts and trials

● extent to which the witchcraze was mainly an urban or rural phenomenon

● similarity, difference and significance of persecution in key locations or regions



● women

● men

● children

● cunning folk

● Catholics or Protestants

● elderly

Responses of the authorities to witchcraft

● positive and negative effects of intellectual arguments on legal developments

and reactions to witchcraft

● comparative nature and importance of central and local secular courts within and

between regions

● role and significance of political leaders in criminal procedure, personal support

for witch hunts or condemnation and legal reversal

● extent to which the Churches and specific religious institutions were involved in

the legal process of witch trials or opposed to persecution

● inter-relationship between the rise and decline of the witchcraze and the use of

judicial torture

● extent to which the elite initiated or enabled the prosecution of witches

through their involvement in the development of legal procedure

● ways in which campaigns against medieval superstition and the survival of popular

beliefs shaped intellectual arguments during the Reformation and reactions to

perceived witchcraft

● nature and impact of the witch trials and systems of prosecution on individuals

and communities

● comparative impact of confession on those prosecuted for witchcraft across the

period and between regions

● personal and collective motives for denunciations by victims and perpetrators

● significance of using children in trials

● short- and long-term impact of denunciations on legal procedures and the nature

of witch trials across Europe and colonial America

● reasons for the development and nature of judicial caution and decriminalisation

by the 17th century

Southern Germany case study

● customs and traditions

● extent of elite participation in popular culture

● religious observances, seasonal festivities, folklore, forms of misrule and moral

regulation

● role of magic and reactions to it

● Reasons for beliefs about witchcraft c.1590-1630:

- role of elite, bourgeoisie and lower classes

- urban and rural communities

- religious institutions and clerics

- prince-bishops



- external impetus (intellectual debate, religious arguments, precedent)

● Long- and short-term reasons for the development and escalation of the

persecution of witches between c.1590-1630:

- legacy of 15th and 16th century witch trials and demonology

- socio-economic conditions

- political situation

- role of institutions

- popular culture and beliefs

- role of individuals

- religious belief, practice, tension

- development of intellectual and legal arguments

- public reactions, emotions, fear

- significance of the Reformation and religious division/change

- nature of legal procedure/trials.

● Comparative impact of confession on the outcome of witch trials and those

prosecuted across the period and region.

● Whether persecution came ‘from above or below’

● Nature of demonology and accusations of witchcraft specific to the region.

● Geographical patterns of persecution, similarity, difference and significance of

witch trials in key locations:

- urban, rural or alpine

- Protestant or Catholic rule

- specific locations

● Religious variations, gender, age, social and employment composition of those

prosecuted for witchcraft

● Extent to which members of the elite were prosecuted.

● Relationship between social composition and geographic location

● Similarities and differences in social, religious and economic patterns of the

witch hunts and the extent of prosecution between 1590 and 1630

● Nature and importance of central and local secular courts across the region

● Role and significance of regional prince-bishops, urban elite, academics, judicial

and religious officials in criminal procedure and extent of the witch hunts

● Impact of mistrust, fear and denunciations on legal procedure

● Reasons for the types of torture deployed and their immediate impact on the

outcomes of witch trials

● Effect and significance of torture, trials and confession on the course and

extent of the witch hunts c. 1590-1630

● Reasons for fluctuations in intensity and the decline of persecutions in the

region by c.1630.

Hopkins and the witch-hunt of 1645-1647 case study

● Nature and extent of official and unofficial culture by 1645-7 (e.g. local customs

and traditions, religious observances, moral regulation, role of magic and

reactions to it, impact of Civil War).

● Reasons for challenges to popular culture and the beliefs about witchcraft by

1645:



- war and upheaval

- urban and rural communities

- religious institutions, clerics and Puritanism

- ‘world turned upside down’

● Causes of the witch hunts 1645-7 and influence of internal and external factors

(e.g. intellectual debate, demonology, precedent, socio-economic and political

conditions, religious tension, financial incentives)

● The role of individuals such as Hopkins and Stearne

● Importance of the Civil War to the development of non-conformity, fear,

insecurity and persecution

● Comparative impact of confessions on the outcome of witch trials and those

prosecuted during the witch hunt

● Whether persecution came ‘from above or below’

● Role of Puritanism and moral regulation

● Nature of accusations of witchcraft specific to the region (e.g. East Anglia).

● Geographical patterns of persecution, similarity, difference and significance of

witch trials in key locations within East Anglia (e.g. Sudbury, Chelmsford,

Norfolk, Huntingdon, Manningtree)

● Religious variations, gender, age, social and employment composition of those

prosecuted for witchcraft

● Extent to which members of the elite were prosecuted

● Relationship between social composition and geographic location

● Extent to which prosecution resulted in conviction and sentencing

● Social reactions to the witch trials and witch finders including the comparative

role of social classes in accusations

● Nature and importance of secular courts such as the Norfolk Assizes.

● Role and significance of the urban elite, borough jurisdictions, judicial and

religious officials in criminal procedure and the extent of the witch hunt

● Impact of mistrust, fear and denunciations on legal procedure

● Reasons for the types of torture deployed and the intensity of persecution

1645-7

● Role of Hopkins and Stearne

● Effect and significance of torture, trials and confession on the course and

impact of the witch hunt.

The Salem witch trials case study

● Nature of accusations of witchcraft and the way in which the situation

escalated

● Geographical patterns of persecution, similarity, difference and significance of

witch trials in the Massachusetts Bay colony (e.g. Salem, Boston, Cambridge,

Ipswich)

● Significance of gender, age, social and employment composition of those

prosecuted for witchcraft

● Extent to which confessions or acquittals relate to social class, age or gender.

● Relationship between social composition, membership of religious congregations

and geographic location of persecution



● Extent to which prosecution resulted in conviction and sentencing

● Significance of child testimonies to the prosecution of witches and explanations

for this phenomenon

● Nature and importance of the courts and legal procedure within the

Massachusetts Bay colony and Salem (e.g. Oyer and Terminer, William Phipps)

● Role and significance of judicial and religious officials in criminal procedure and

the extent of the witchcraze (e.g. William Stoughton)

● Reasons for the types of torture and interrogation deployed and their

immediate impact on the witch trials (e.g. Biblical interpretation, spectral

evidence, Tituba, number of confessions, hysteria, denunciations)

● Significance of confessions to the course and extent of prosecutions/sentencing

● Reasons for the decline and prevention of persecutions (e.g. judicial caution,

reactions of Cotton Mather and Phipps)

● Nature and extent of acquittals/pardons.


